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? Your No non-sense, Alternative Health Bible from The People's Chemist ? Filled up with valuable, useful
and proven alternative treatments? Stop Taking Worthless Prescription Drugs and Overhyped Supplements
that Sabotage Your HealthAmericans are less than attack. Obesity, lethargy, diabetes, heart disease, and
malignancy are ghastly epidemics.and stay fit and lean forever! How come this happening? A former
chemist for Big Pharma, he give up when he found that the drugs he was creating for drug companies
were only poisons, and that the real cures could be found on every supermarket and superstore shelf?for a
fraction of the cost and with out a prescription! Any longer!Shane Ellison?known seeing that The People's
Chemist by his a large number of readers?knows the reality. Because no one tells you the truth: Millions
of dollars are created by keeping this forbidden knowledge from you..Over-the-Counter Organic Cures is
certainly your insider guideline to the inexpensive, easy ways to dramatically boost your health in less
than 30 days.. Worse, most drugs can make you even more sick! AWAKEN with Younger-Looking Skin
and a Stronger Center Learn the Healthiest Alternative to Cholesterol-Lowering Drugs Get the $8 Treat to
Deadly Bloodstream Clots and Poor Cardiovascular Function Stop Fearing High Blood Pressure Defy
Weight problems and Diabetes Fast
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Great Worth for a Beginner! Ha-ha! I possess a serious sweet tooth. I've subscribed to Shane's newsletter
since he began the Computer website. Shane can be an outspoken people's advocate and is definitely
saving their wellness from the claws of allopathic poisonous drugs and showing them a method to weight
loss and better health. start slow.READ and read it again. Like being a doctor can be an authority on
wellness, when the truth is most people turn to alternative medicine because they get no help from their
doctors. great health This book it's very well written and it's really easy to comprehend except of course
the scientific names or chemistry names I'm not familiar with very well written I love it I recommend it to
anybody who's seeking to have better health in life Good information! Then, only then, make your
educated choice about the road you will take. If he makes cash along the way, who not really. Get the
publication, read it, and use it. As for Quackwatch, anybody with a brain understands what they are
about. I love that type of honesty.. just information backed by science and years of knowledge. Get it and
examine it.. you will be very surprised at the contents.. backs up with science, references, and a huge
amount of eye opening info everyone ought to know. You have period. consider it with a grain of salt and
BREATHE... start slow.. browse the labels in your pantry, your vitamins and discomfort meds and yes
even your meal and personal care items and the world we reside in now.Start looking and READING what
is in it . After reading the publication and doing comprehensive online research, I made a decision to take
the natural road, where I've control over my treatment and my life. he will tell you where to get good
clean herbals suppliments or he offers his very own clean brand for some things. I'm content that I could
still do what I'd like, go where I'd like, and live an active life-style at 89 years old. you receive the info and
you can make choices.. True, he sells his own supplements (which are excellent, by the way, pure and
effective, however the book is for people who cannot afford them and these are suggestions of how to
improve one's wellness for spending hardly any money. Oncologist scare methods and pressure to take
chemo makes a lot of people scared to do other things.For the bad evaluations, I love to read them,
because usually they focus on "I am a doctor, nurse, pharmacist, I did so not choose the book, but I know
the book is crap, Shane is a con artist, and Quackwatch says everything" in a nutshell.... and get your life
back again.. some will plus some will not..we all make choices.. I started the 18-minute exercise routine
suggested by Ellison. It is technical in places and readable and a caution for sensitive folk.. he's outspoken
and blunt and not politically correct. super interesting read..no snake essential oil fillers or fluff right
here.google in the event that you must about some things, elements, you dont understand.. His
supplements are receiving people off poisonous drugs and returning them to good health. Must read!
Very informative!Good luck and many thanks. great information Being healthy is affordable Exceptional
info. My platelet, reddish colored cell, and hemoglobin counts have got increased. A second opinion
doctor stated no operation was instantly needed. We paid attention to the second doc and went on to
have five healthful children.I was diagnosed with chronic lymphocytic leukemia three years ago and was
told by an oncologist I would have to begin chemotherapy treatment to avoid rapid deterioration to the
acute stage. I watched my wife die in a nursing house after years of taking prescription meds, saw my
grandson pass at age 23 from leukemia after a yr of chemo, and my son-in-law die at 42 from bladder
cancer after chemo and radiation treatment at MD Anderson Cancer Middle.The chemo slots don't usually
pay though as contribution to adult five-year survival is less than 3 percent according to a report by
Morgan, Ward, and Barton. Easy to read...They pressured me but I knew from experience that whenever
you yield and sign over your daily life to the care of the medical system the results is unknown, probably
not good. I noticed that close up and personal.This book explains cancer in a simple way that I never
heard from the doctors at the cancer centers. It gave me confidence to take care of my own cancer, in my
own method, and retain control.We wouldn't say the procedure protocol is simple. Sugar is cancer's
primary growth gasoline. My dear relatives went down the conventional treatment road, they experienced
horribly from chemo, radiation, and surgery, and they're no longer around. I can't contain myself to



provide a review. But I understand taking chemo and becoming deathly sick from everything the time is
harder. Great and informative, sure beats going to the doctor on a regular basis for a prescription that
makes me feel even worse than I did so before!i thought we would gift this book to a couple friends as
well. It was a big lifestyle switch but I today eat mostly foods that provide me vitality and power, and I
excersice.The natural protocol has generated up my disease fighting capability. I could feel it. I'm now in
a position to fight off skin infections, UTI's and bacterial pneumonia without antibiotics, something I
wasn't in a position to do before. Get This Natural Cancer Cure Book and Give Yourself ANOTHER
Opinion We were 20 season olds, recently married, when a doctor told us my partner would never have
the ability to have children because of an ovarian cyst that required a hysterectomy and removal of both
ovaries.My original oncologist, and the one I used in after changing insurance agencies, stopped pitching
me personally on chemo and advised me personally to continue doing whatever I'm doing.I'm curing my
cancer without chemo.Regular cancer treatment destroys your disease fighting capability. It killed so
many immune cells in my grandson's body that he previously to obtain a bone marrow transplant from his
brother. It couldn't conserve him though. His immunity was too far gone to fight sepsis and his organs
failed.Taking chemotherapy is like playing the slots in Vegas. Great browse! The bet is normally that you
will see enough good cells left after the chemical flood for immunity to take hold, battle the remaining
cancer cells, and stave off deadly infections.A second opinion on my cancers treatment was needed.
Additional studies have come to the same dismal conclusions. Negative effect on quality of life however
is completely, and cytotoxic harm to great cells in skin, tissues, organs, and brain, puts the patient at high
risk of matastasizing existing tumor, in addition to development of upcoming cancers.We haven't lived
the life of a saint. I am hard on my body, smoked for decades, diet not good, and have uncovered myself
to asbestos in my work. Any or many of these may possess contributed to my malignancy.It may audio
funny, but I'm pleased to have leukemia also to be able to treat it naturally.. Cutting back on it, for me,
was hard. A dangerously high white count can be down to almost normal, and malignant B-lymphocytes
possess decreased. My lab results proved to them that there is another way.If you have been identified as
having cancer I recommend giving yourself another opinion. Slow down, breathe, steady yourself.. Take a
few of it to read this book and learn about Ellison's natural malignancy treatment protocol. Research and
verify, get acquainted with your real options.So kudos to Shane for spreading the message and
performing a great service to the people. Oncologists understand chemo kills malignancy cells and normal
cells.. To check out his website for additional very useful information. Everyone should go through this
book! Five Stars I liked this publication. Good material accessible. Five Stars fantastic book..At the
suggestion of one of my sons I acquired the book Over-the- Counter Natural Cures, that includes a
chapter on cancer and an all natural protocol to treat it. EASILY had paid attention to my doctor through
the years I'd be very sick if not dead by now.We started taking the recommended turmeric extract, paw
paw, and other products like desiccated beef organs to supply nutrition for my disease fighting capability
to build up its defenses. He offers you options for organic verses pharmaceutical. Cheaper than one
doctor's go to and well worth it!
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